
A HISTORY OF COMPUTING

The following brief history of computing is a timeline of how computers evolved from their humble beginnings to the
machines of today.

The statisticians soon figured out that, if trends continued, they would run out of time to compile one census
before the next one fell due. A bead is either in one predefined position or another, representing
unambiguously, say, one or zero. Although essentially a theoretician, Turing did get involved with real,
practical machinery, unlike many mathematicians of his time. Learn how and when to remove this template
message The earliest known tool for use in computation is the Sumerian abacus , and it was thought to have
been invented in Babylon c. It was then manufactured for other usersâ€”and became the world's first
large-scale commercial computer. Nonetheless, it had punched-card input and output and arithmetically had 1
multiplier, 1 divider-square rooter, and 20 adders employing decimal "ring counters," which served as adders
and also as quick-access 0. There are several places to view the evolution of computer technology. Colossus
might have qualified for this title too, but it was designed purely for one job code-breaking ; since it couldn't
store a program, it couldn't easily be reprogrammed to do other things. Babbage's devices could be
reprogramed to solve new problems by the entry of new data, and act upon previous calculations within the
same series of instructions. Early history The abacus The earliest known calculating device is probably the
abacus. Photo: A typical transistor on an electronic circuit board. Machines that used thousands of transistors
still had to be hand wired to connect all these components together. This was the first known computer and
most advanced system of calculation known to date - preceding Greek methods by 2, years. Originally they
had planned to make memory chips, but when the company landed an order to make chips for a range of
pocket calculators, history headed in a different direction. Since computers were rare in this era, the solutions
were often hard-coded into paper forms such as nomograms , [17] which could then produce analog solutions
to these problems, such as the distribution of pressures and temperatures in a heating system. Apart from
developing one of the world's earliest mechanical calculators, Leibniz is remembered for another important
contribution to computing: he was the man who invented binary code, a way of representing any decimal
number using only the two digits zero and one. The transistor promised to solve all of these problems and it
did so. A Smith Chart is a well-known nomogram. History of Computers : A resource list with links to over
websites about the history of the computer, programs and uses, and important developers. All used different
hardware and worked in different ways. With its front panel covered in red LED lights and toggle switches, it
was a far cry from modern PCs and laptops. Many regard Babbage as the "father of the computer" because his
machines had an input a way of feeding in numbers , a memory something to store these numbers while
complex calculations were taking place , a processor the number-cruncher that carried out the calculations ,
and an output a printing mechanism â€”the same basic components shared by all modern computers. Apple
released the first generation Macintosh, which was the first computer to come with a graphical user interface
GUI and a mouse. The transistor was one of the most important breakthroughs in the history of computing and
it earned its inventors the world's greatest science prize, the Nobel Prize in Physics. Additional resources. A
calculator is a device that makes it quicker and easier for people to do sumsâ€”but it needs a human operator.
Analog computers had an advantage over early digital computers in that they could be used to solve complex
problems using behavioral analogues while the earliest attempts at digital computers were quite limited. The
solution appeared in thanks to three physicists working at Bell Telephone Laboratories Bell Labs. The
following brief history of computing is a timeline of how computers evolved from their humble beginnings to
the machines of today that surf the Internet , play games and stream multimedia in addition to crunching
numbers. They were a fraction the size of vacuum tubes typically about as big as a pea , used no power at all
unless they were in operation, and were virtually percent reliable. As a father of the digital computer, an
overseer of the atom bomb, and an inspiration for the Web, Bush played a pivotal role in three of the
20th-century's most far-reaching technologies. Abaci, of a more modern design, are still used as calculation
tools today. Census results. Written in the C programming language, UNIX was portable across multiple
platforms and became the operating system of choice among mainframes at large companies and government
entities. Google acquires Android, a Linux-based mobile phone operating system. The vacuum tube, which is
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about the size of a human thumb, worked by using large amounts of electricity to heat a filament inside the
tube until it was cherry red. IBM was hot on Apple's tail and released the AT, which with applications like
Lotus , a spreadsheet, and Microsoft Word, quickly became the favourite of business concerns. It contained
nearly 18, vacuum tubes nine times more than Colossus , was around 24 m 80 ft long, and weighed almost 30
tons. Texas Instruments released the first fully bit microprocessor, the TMS processor, in June  With binary,
inventors were able to use punch card systems for the first electronic computers. Shortly afterward, the power
of networking gave British computer programmer Tim Berners-Lee â€” his big idea: to combine the power of
computer networks with the information-sharing idea Vannevar Bush had proposed in  Once manufacturers
began developing smaller and smaller technology, the personal computer revolution really took off. The
central concept of the modern computer was based on his ideas. The Altair inspired a Californian electronics
wizard name Steve Wozniak â€” to develop a computer of his own. An enthusiastic mathematician, she helped
to refine Babbage's ideas for making his machine programmableâ€”and this is why she is still, sometimes,
referred to as the world's first computer programmer.


